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5. Abstract (300 words): 
 

The paper illustrates the coming together of Computational Fluid dynamics (CFD), Art 

and Architecture through an actual green building-The ‘Fish House’- based in the 

French Enclave of Pondicherry, India. The ‘Fish House’ is an urban residential building 

being constructed in the town of Pondicherry. It is called the ‘Fish House’ because it 



is housed opposite a fish market In a daring departure from the other buildings, the 

‘Fish House’ will also combine the force and fluidity of simple line drawings to lend a 

stunning visual appeal to its facades, as part of Pondicherry city’s urban 

regeneration programmes. 
 

The building’s sustainable facades will enhance its thermal comfort with optimal levels 

of daylighting, ventilation rates, and expected values for the Predicted Mean Vote 

(PMV). CFD Modelling indicates substantially low HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air 

Conditioning) loads. Carefully constructed experiments are in progress for the first time 

ever to compute values for the heat transfer coefficient (U value in architectural 

parlance) for a ‘khus’ drape- an organic grass-based drape in use in India for centuries. 

This is a crucial parameter for quantifying heat transfer rates essential for the 

computation of indoor temperatures. 
 

A new form of Art shall be appropriated on the building’s hard edged clean external 

walls- coloured lines would not only decorate the building, but also be a counterpoint 

to the hard edged masculine rectangular construction. The colour of the ultramarine 

ink of the individual lines although static, will describe movement and form that 

unpredictably contrasts and expands in three dimensions. The paintings shall be an 

attempt to describe moving water or perhaps the movement of wind so essential to 

the Fish House Project .They will bring an energy and force to the environment. The 

main outcomes will appeal to mechanical engineers, fluid dynamists, structural 

engineers and green architects world-wide. 
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